INTRODUCTION OF COMPANY
AF BKK, L.t.d.

AF BKK, L.t.d., Podkovarska 2/674, 190 00 Prague 9,
IČ: 61506231, DIČ: CZ61506231
Basic Information

- Limited partnership, established in 1994
- Line of business - entire printing production
- Headquarters and production in Prague 9 - Vysocany
- Average turnover approx. 60 milion CZK last 3 years
- Number of employees: approx. 35
Our Certifications

- ISO 9001 and 14001 – integrated system of quality management and terms of environmental (since 2007)
- FSC certification – responsible forest management, first certified in Prague (since 2009)
- Carbon footprint certification – first certified in Czech Republic (since 2014)
- Register of solvent companies – able to pay company (2014)
- Green company – devices waste recycling (2012)
Headquarters of AF BKK, L.t.d.
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

From graphic layout up to delivery
Products

- Flyers, folders, leaflets, posters, postcards
- Brochures, catalogues, programs, periodicals
- Books with hard binding, lamination and jacket
- Other printed materials as well as special graphic papers
- Printed matter and carbonless forms in sheet or blocks
- Letterheads, printed envelopes, direct mailing
- Paper and plastic labels and stickers of all shapes and formats
- Ring- and spiral-bound calendars and brochures
- Files, jackets and boxes
- Woblers, eye-catchers, stands, palette decorations
- Numbered and personalized prints
Services

- **Graphic layouts and prepress**
  - Graphic layout and various prints prepress
  - Design paper and plastic packaging
  - Proposal of proper materials for POS
  - Complete prepress including preflight
  - Data processing and database for direct, generating of barcodes
  - Certified colorproof due to ISO/Fogra

- **Press**
  - Sheet-fed offset press up to sheet format 1020 x 720 mm
  - Surfacing by oil-based or water-based varnish
  - Printing with Pantone inks also special inks
  - Digital color/black-white press up to format 480x330 including personalization
  - Large format digital sheet press or roll press
Services

- Postpress
  - Folding up to format 1000 x 700 mm, 8 folds are maximum
  - Paper and foil cutting up to width 1150 mm
  - Foil lamination with glossy, matte and textured surfaces, UV coating (full-area and spot coating)
  - Brochure and book binding – wire stitching (also with eyes), perfect binding, thread sewn binding, thread sewn binding with cloth hard cover, spiral and O-ring binding
  - Die-cutting, creasing, perforation, drilling, foil stamping and blind embossing
  - Lamination and coating of smooth and corrugated cardboard and plastic
  - Manual gluing papers/carbonless papers into files
  - Automatic gluing of boxes, manual finishing and insertions

- Logistics
  - Shrink wrap packaging, packing into cardboard boxes including strapping with plastic tape, individual piece shrink-wrapping
  - Addressing of packages and subsequent dispatch
  - Stock availability with consecutive shipment possibility
  - Orders to their specified destinations using our own or contractual road transport
TECHNOLOGY
Prepress and Digital Print Equipment

• Complete Heidelberg Prinect workflow (preflight, electronic layout system, PostScript + PDF RIP)
• Digital proof GMG Colorproof
• CTP Heidelberg Suprasetter – full automatic exposure unit for thermal plate
• Digital printing machines Ricoh C651EX and Xerox Nuvera 144 EA
Sheet-fet Offset Printing Equipment

- Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102-5+LX
- Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 74-5
- Heidelberg Image Control
Postpress Equipment

- Paper cutter POLAR 115 X + POLAR 115 E
- Folder machine Heidelberg Stahl Ti 52 PROLINE
- Folder machine Heidelberg Stahl TD 78 TOPLINE
- Folder machine GUK K50/8
- Saddle stitcher Heidelberg Stitchmaster ST350
- Digital plotter Kongsberg VL20
- Laminating machine Komfi Sagitta
- Automatic die-cutting press YAWA MW780
- Box gluer Petratto Metro 78
- Paper drill Dürselen PB04N
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